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Foreword

This translation was prepared in response to Work
Assignment
No. 78, Task 11. Tihe article was originally published as follows:
Marha, K. Biologicke
ucinky elektromagnetickyeh vln o vysoke frekvenci,
Pracovni lekarstvi,
v. 15, no. 9, 1963, 387-393.
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BIOLOG ICAL F P(Tg. 'W 1!IGH-PFREQENCY ELECTROAk-:! ETIC WAVES
Radic waveos are of interest to physicists, chemists,
biologists, and doctors.
They all are interested in -indin, ý,ut whetihe'- electror.,agnetic waves cause chemical and
bic.u<1caI ehba±gs similar to those brought about by ion-c
rad'atlon. The rirst experimental work on the influence of
hig~h-fi'equonCy electromagnetic waves on organic and inorganic
4 r wis d,-;ne -I1- t
:-?t*
,• cf the last century.
Thc• nuri ber cf studies grew constantly until a first
peai,. "a reached between 1530 and 1940.
During that time
valuabic -.tudies were conducted, especially in physical
che'ist~r,' ain•. bIology. Less interest was focused on
u,iedical 1.roble;., and the effects of high-frequency waves
on man.
vlorld U'arll Interrupted this
research, and at many
place3 it was forgotten or was re-discovered only in the

pa;.t
w•eycar-.
This is particularly true of the influence
cf high-frequency waves on the colloidal system.
After 1945, attention was given almost exclusively to
the influence of ionic radiation, i.e., waves (x-ray, gamma
radiation) and corpuscular (alpha and beta) (9 . Interest
in

high-frequency electromagnetic

waves has been renewed

crnly .,'cnntly. The interest developed when it was recognized
that animals and plants die in a high-frequency field of a
certain mtinirMuM effective density in the cm wave band and
when workers at radar stations began to complain about
certain physical 1ifficulties. Thus, the situation had
changed from thnt which had existed before the war.
The rpreatest number of workers engaged in

this research

are in the USS., and tne USJLA, where there are specialized
facilities for ýucl investigations.
In addition to these

countries, Poland, Italy, and, lately, England should be

mentioned as places where studies are being made of the
effects of high-frequency fields on the biological system.
Czechoslovakia has also seen an increase in studies concerned with this subject.

The Institute of Industrial

Hygiene and Occupational Diseases houses a special highfrequency department which since early 1961 has dealt exclusively with questions relating to the influence of electromagnetic waves on living matter and especially with the protection of men from these waves.
Although there have been regular international conferences on thlu subject, the exchange of information and the
publication of results has been limited. The reason for this Is
clear front one fact. In the United States, the research on
the influence of high-frequency waves, especially microwaves,
has been carried out on a broad scale since 1957,

and this

has been done under the auspices of the Department of
Defense and coordinated with the medical research laboratory
created as a part of the experimental rocket base at Cape
Canaveral.
Therefore, one cannot expect that all results
would be published in detail.
It is also understandable that
information on new results from other countries would be
In spite of this, about one thousand
equally hard to come by.
studies have been published on this subject up to the present

time (1963].

[8]

The following is a short discussion of the influence
of high-f reo11Anev electromagnetic waves on living matter,
(For greater devail,
especially in the field of microwaves.
see r3ferences 5, 7-10, 12-14-, 17, 19, 21, 28, 29).
The first question deals with the penetration of highfrequency energy into the organism. Let us observe the
behavior of the body in the electromagnetic field. It should
be stated that the body, by its very presence, changes the
field, because the electrical properties of the body are
considerably different from the properties of the air in
which the waves spread. This is particularly true of electrical constants.
The magnetic permeability is the same for
the body as it is for the air.
When the electromagnetic wave hits the surface of the
body, it means a transition from one medium to another (10].
At the transition boundary, part of the energy is reflected.
The rest penetrates the tissue, changing speed; if it enters
at an angle it also changes direction. As it penetrates the
tissue, high-frequency energy is absorbed under the influence
of dielectric losses, and is transformed into heat. The
amount of high-frequency energy which is absorbed depends on
the kind and size of the tissue and on the environment.
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of high-frequency absorption
on frequency in the case of a human subject. The figure
shows three layers: skin, fat, and muscle, This presentation
is very appropriate in the area of microwaves, because there
we can disregard the influence of bone on the absorption
properties of the body, and the blood system in the skin can
be substituted by changing the thickness. Thus, we can
visualize the influence of some parameters on absorption.
This dependence has the character of dampened oscillations,
According to our calculations, however, the location and
absolute maximum value or minim=ur value depend on the socalled constitutional parameters; the example shown in Fig. 1
represents the absorption in the body, which can be visualized
as three layers, with an equivalent thickness for the skcin
(0.35 cm), the fat (1.1i4 am), and a semi-infinite layer of
muscles. In this system the first highest maximum
-2-
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Ther.- are electrical transmission lines in the
exists.
organism, especially the nerve system and the blood circulaIn the presence of an alternating electromagnetic
ticn.
which, ,owever, is distri,.u. 1 ,.
e
adu,:
field,
Losses are
into the organis-M.
buted througn theze .,.eros
small, and thus high-frequency reaches areas which had
received only very weai. doses through primary absorption.
This means fcr the entry of high frequency into the organism
can be extremuly signri.fIcant, especially in damaging the
In this
syster; and the blood vessels.
central nervous
fiber
nerve
that
connection It is interesting to observe
eicctrical resirtance in a high-frequency field.
changes its
Low-intensity c!ectromagnetic waves cause difficulties
which are primarily oV a neurotic nature (14]. These include
headaches, pain in the eyes, tiredness and general weakness,
sleep
standinC for a period of time, fitful
dizziness after
moods,
changing
at night, sleepiness in the daytime,
hypochondriacal attitudes, fear, depressions,
irritability,
With
reduced intellectual capacity, and reduced memory.
to make decisions
longer exposure, laziness and an inability
of tensensations
regardinr
vokced
Complaints are
result.

sion in the skin, head, and :orehead, loss of hair, muscle
aches, and pain around the heart. Complaints of sexual slight
Such people experience
are not uncommon.
difficulties
accompanied by increased
tremors
eyelid, tongue, and finger
field a marked reduchigher
a
During work in
perspiration.
tion in blood pressure iLas been observed which lead to
collapse.

As to any connectlon between
hIhuency flclu
and sexual function, I' v,,- ftxit:
that no 5O:eclal changeu
occurred in the femnale cr'ganisi;., but that worien in ceneral
are moore SLiceptible to such influence than ,en.
Interrupted
menstrual periods and a reduction In th• iill.
supply of
nursing mothers arc a sign of darxage.
A few weeks after
the enl of exposure (soinetimes several
weeks or longer) the body returns to its
Ccr:for physiological
state
and all sublectlvc nnd ot,!eotclvp dl'ff( ul'tes
¢aniah.
This is
called re.Feneration nrid iu proof ol" the rcverlibility

of the effects :f a hbI;h-rrcquency Ciela.
On the other hand, thp chronic influence of a highfrequency field results in cuiul~ative biological effects,
which can be explained by the lowered resistance of the organism to outside influences.
This effect was described in
detail

in

a study of damaged eyes subJect-d to repeated

radiation of sub-threshold intensities.
This was a case of
the non-thermal effect of the high-frequency field.
It should be pointed cut that the possibility of the
existence of the non-thermal effect of electromagnetic
waves is generally accepted today, and because substantial
experimental documentation exists, it can be considered
proven.
It has been demonstrated that non-thermal effects
also occur with fields of greater intensity, where the rise
in temperature is the first reaction of the organiain.
Nonthermal effects brought about changes In Inter-neuron
connections, the inactivation of certain viruses, and
changes in the growth and infection prcperties of bacteria.
Undoubtedly the most iDdpcrtant non-thermal effects are the
changes in the course of the division of cells, especially of
chromosomes.
Fig. 3 shows the process. It depicts the
dependence of the mitctic index on the intensity of the field
at different radiation times (11]. Also, actual changes in
the ,ha•. of the chromosomes have been encountered.
These
changes are directly connected with the development of the
individual and the changes in the properties of the descen-.
dants.
In view of these and other, effect cf the electromagnetic
field [18, 25] it is natural that interest in these problems
is increasing and that attention must be devoted to them

[8].

Let us investigate the mechanism of the biological

effect

of microwaves [10]. When electromagnetic waves enter the
organism they cause primarily the polarization of the molecules which have a dipole.
.1

-•

The Iono, which a1'c 11ut clectricallyV nouleU a1, becgn to ;.(vv
otnder thi MInluence of' the field. 131nce the sl,,n ctf the. C'eld
chang~,cs cnontintly In t~he rhytlz;i Wf' the 1'requenicy, the
crientation of' the dipocle ariu the direction -I' the lons also
change. M~any author:; ascri-be tc this oticillation of tne Ions
and dipoles a considerable part of the biclo--ica1 actvitj y
of' the high-frienuency waves. P riction oV the particle-s
re,-UltU, ener-y Is absurbed and con-tverted Into heat, and the
org;anisni's temperatutre riseo.
The amount cfr 1iberated heat
depecnds on the i'V100eouen i:and linte.s I ty 'if the "cILecau~c
the Caster and4 :
frequent the chang;e Jif orient-ation of the
dipoles and lono, the larger the number 01' collP.Siono [.2].
The heatincr, however', also depends on the di,&1ectric ccnstant
of' the :;!ediurn.
This can be different for varicus r:'terialn,
-inc thercl-ore zones ctC higher ten~perature t-an be cre-atedl.
Nonuniforr~i absorption of' high-frequency onergy results In
nonunlform heating of various cells or of parts of themi.
Thus, the coorrdinaticn of the biochemnical reactlon 2alIght be
disturbed, the speed of' which may change, depending, cn the
temperature of the medium in which It occurs.
Since under
ncinrnal conditions all these reactions take place under nearly
equal temperature, sotm.e researchers believe that this disturbance of coordination i,;ay lead to the formation of certain
materials which are allmn to the cells, thus leadingW to the
possi~bility of blood poisoning, during high-frequency irradiation. The correctnesO of these consIderations is open to
question.
At greater densities the liberated heat is so
great that damage to prot~eins ",,ay result. This Is particularly true cf tissue with few blood vessels, for example, the
eyes. Certain processes are decided by enzymnes, which are
l)~f
thermo-labile. Therefore, distL,-'bances In t!,(,~
-wi 1- a direct result of heat 'nfluenc~es. This helps to
explain eye and nerve dariage,,ýIý;1i:n, wMe po nted(1 out previously,
non-thermal phenomena also; enter the picture (5].
It is known that electromagnetic. waves bounce back. from
the Doundary surface of two ii-edia.
If a homogeneous part
inside an organisria has the proper dimensions, so-called
"de ad wav e s I may result at a certain frequency and imiay
Dimensional
cause locally 31gnificant rises in temperature.
resonance dominates the thermal effect and occurs mainly in
the microwave band.
As was pointed ouit previously, the organism can
accoinodate a certain amuount of heat released in a specific
range.
If, however, the output density and the time c~f
radiation is greater than a certain critical value, the thernmoregulation breaks down and the organism, or A part of it,
perishes. Therefore, we ,,,ay say that- In a field of greater
intensity the thermal phenomena are responsible for the-:
The existence of non-thermial
damage to the organism.

phenomena has also been proved. Although not much is known
about -their origin, it is certain that the mechanism of the
rkon.-hermal effects of high-frequency waves is of a
phystcal nature,
There are various interpretations for the
There is the
partial affect of the high-frequency field.
possilbility of resonance of some organic molecules at a
certain frequency.
At thlr> resonance the load on the moleoules it5 at a maximum, and a chanGe in their structure may
result., This possibility is under consideration In the case
of
alumn peptides, and amino acids [231. Recently, such
resonance phenomena were observed In gamma globulln [1].
It will1 be difficul-t to Interpret this discovery because it

was found

that-

under certain cond~.tions this is a strictly

seleottlv'e proce-ss whose basic freq~uency lies in the 7 MHz
band anid that It can also be Induced by harmonic oscillations.
At an, :-ppr~~priatefrequency, a change In the electrophoretlu homogeneity of the gamma globulin can occur at a
An even lower intensity is required
relati~v-,!y low Intensity.
We can
for a con~siderable change of Its antigen reactivity.
1further Imagine that the oscillating ions and dipoles exert
primary in.fluence in the hf field. As a result of this oscillaticn " a change of the !on processes may occur, and thus
also a -h-mize in the conditions for the polarization and
depolarizatiozln of the membranes, especially in the case of
OSimultanecusly, a breakdown of tI-e diffusing
nc.'vp cellei,
procasc, may take place by a-ffecting the cell's permeability.
14t OeeMa ý,ertaln tbLj;t c4,.(- binl'-ogical effects of' the alternate
ftlici In the entirve fre<'ueno y band, from the lowest to the
highstare cautse~d by :ýn"Iuei~oes on the cellular substance.
L~ately, certain con c'dzrations9 harre cc ne to the foreground
regarydirrg theL or,.ientatiena and chaining of' components of the
-In.raocllu2.ar tL1Uide, w~hich 1have a colloidal character
however, completely
Noe c thse peulatios
~73
expl~alno, nll of th..? observed tbiologiLcal effects of higrhNo complex
'frerqueacy; on t41ho eoi~trary some are contradictory.
of the effect of electromagnetic
theory for' the mhns
waves on the 1.1ving organ-Ism has been avai).able which
woufild satisfactooily explain all la-lown phenomena. We have
tried to develcop tsuch a theory, and will present some of the
mnain ideas here.
VWIen entering an organism., electromagýnetl_(, wEves nause
heating of' the tissue through dielectric los: cce a~i~j ind'action
of' high- frequency voltage throu~gh the blood and nprvrous sys-.
tein.
In cell protein, they create an alt-ernating loit.-_d with
Stich a fiel~d may r~isu3.b in c-hainregard t11o their own charge.
Sisnilarly, the Indu~ced
ingari cuching ofl the pr'otein.
dipoc,os may create amphioterýic compounds, such. a3 -airino aci3.ds
Many pa-vts cf tht:e
andpoedo~mar~ooJecuarcompounds.
Or'garilsi hav(e- el ectril1c al charac terist ic's which '4ual: f'y t~hei.,

-U

as semiconductors. The asymnetrical nonlinear volt-ampere
charart sri sti_(E of those elements are mainly responsible for
creatingo the distortion of the alternating signal and a dc
component.
Thus, a change occurs in some of the electrical
properties of the cell, especially in the electrical load.
Many living cells, such as nerve cells, have a certain load
characteristic for their function. It is important to
remember that certain molecules with dipoles are present In
the cell fluid whose biological characteristics, such as
oscillation and position, depend on the electrical characteristics of the environment.
As the cha~:ge of the cell changes,
the normal physiological styate of the cell al1so changecs,
If
it Is a controll~ing cell, e.,g , a nervce cell, other parts
of the organisin are also secondarill afflected,
The hftg-her
the field intensity and t~he higher the arp2litude of tGhe induc-ed
voltagethe miore intensive the response of var,.ious parso
the body. The ?esu".t is atereid ellialor balance and zsubsequent readjustment.
Inihen a certain ).Jimit is. re-achled, an
irreversible collapse occurs in the case. of' the whxole orcani-sm
or parts of it.
If the limit is not reached, the, elect-rical
and physical characteristics of' the cell rturn ""o normal
when the big h-frequency,' field _)s withdra;ni, lev_'ncg no- rnarled
effects [20]
These changes cannot be sudden, ),ni are not
equal in every pe~rzson.
It w11.!J depend on the vcofý I-dv'hfrequency signal, the amnplit-ude, and, the chai.acter 0.1 the
electrom~agneti.c field.
It also was fund t~hatl the smlae
ous Pwt17zn o' high -f requenc y and x-ray radiation ca,-n Cause
greater harm to the organism than cn-e or the other can alone,
While the effect.- of' the. high-irequency waves on the or.Sanism are to a certain degree rever-sible, repeated exposure,
ien of srnall ýntensj ty, increases the organism's sensitivity.
Pclyfrequent, radiation is biologica*ly maore offectiv
ta
mon ofreq ue nt radiation.
From what has been said so far, it,follows that we
have to consider the high-frequency field under certý'ain
circumst~ances as a bi11olog"Ically active part
-;-e entvironment which can have an unfavo.-ab:le eff.ect on the, o;:aIs
Equipment which produces htigh-freqtiency ener,,y is being,
used in i~ncreasing amounts and soon there won' t be a flel,.1 In
human aCt-ivity where high~-frequencey generators wIll not be
used, A classical example- iv its use in
lcounatos
Its use io varied, and high-frequency heat- 1s uued, for
example, in the production of pulre grnimand
inl' semiconductor technology, et~c
Because of the hazards to the
workers, it was necessary to establi.sh a max-Imum perm-issible
field intensity [16)J.
Because there are thermal and inthermal effects, dUfferent values for the m-ax-linanm permIissible
17

intensity were established, depending on the criteria used.
indecision regarding these values.
In the USA there is still
As the basis the thermal effect of electromagnetic waves was
established, and as this is more pronounced at very high
frequencies, directives were worked Out only for microwaves.
It was established that for heating of the body a maximum
output density of 10 mnW/cm 2 can b3 endured, and therefore
this was accepted as the maximum permissible intensity.
Some called this amount the "tolerance value," and as the
This
maximum permissible intensity I mW/cm 2 was proposed.
was accepted by the General Electric Co. and was also used at
However, a biological effect
the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
can be expected at 0.1 mW/cm 2 , which is the third value used
At this output density, we already consider longin the USA.
time repeated irradiation with the participation of nonAnd this is the only correct point of view.
thermal effects.
This was also adopted in the USSR and they also selected the
safety factor 10, thus obtaining 10 W/cram as the maximum
permissible field intensity for the whole working day in the
The same value was also adopted in Czechocm wave band.
For pennanent operation a
slovakia for pulse operation.
Because
maximum output density of 25 W/cm 2 was suggested.
the biological effects are dependent not only on the intensity
of the field, but are a function of intensity and time, it
was possible to permit great output density for shorter
In Czechoslovakia this question was resolved by
exposure.
introducing a maximum coefficient which states that the
product of the time (in hours) multiplied by the output
This is shown in
w/cm2 must not be above 200.
density in
Fig. 4.
The quoted values are for microwaves, which is
of frequencies above 300 MHz.

the area

As far as we know today, however, it must be said that
the biological efficiency of electromagnetic waves has no
The
frequency dependence which can be generally expressed.
biological effect is always forthcoming if a certain value
The
of high-frequency energy is reached in the organism.
efficiency of transmission during interaction between the
field and the organism depends on the frequency, and for
The true result is
absorption it is depicted in Fig. 1.
Therefor-e, we
complicated by the existence of induction.
can find even in the case of relatively low frequencies a
field intensity in which the effective energy in the organism exceeds the critical value.
For frequencies below 300 MHz, the maximum permissible
intensity was established in the USSR at 5 V m, and in
value was also
The latter
exceptional cases at 10 V m.
- 8-

adopted in

Czechoslovakia for the 10 I0Iz to 300 MhZ band.

A

number of organizational precautions were taken for the
pro.ection of workers, including periodic checkups, and prohibition of work to those under 19 years of aze, pregnant
women, and nursing mothers.
The USSR in some cases grants
an additional 14 days of vacation to workers; those who work
in the cm waveband have a 6-hour work day.
Similar arrangements have been adopted in Poland.
The best protection is prevention [13, 26).
Shading
methods can be used to prevent unwanteu reflections in the

rooms [7].

Metal objects should be avoided.
Where it is impossible
to avoid the field, personal preventive measures must be
taken. Glasses with metal netLing orgold coating have been
suggested for safeguarding the eyes.
A cloth cover interwoven with a metal thread is recommended for the rest of the
body, including the head.
For proper protection, the field
intensity in the room must be known.
Computation without
measurement is possible only if the parameters of the generators and antennas are known, and this is only possible in
the so-called distant zone, which roughly speaking is at a
distance greater than 10 wavelengths.
This is practically
possible in the case of radar.
These are only for orientational calculations.
Therefore, it is always necessary to
measure the field intensity. However, the method of measurement is not simple, and for hygienic reasons will have to be
developed [15).
Only the USSR has proper measuring equipment for the lower wave band, Under certain circumstances,
however, properly adjusted and calibrated absorbing ondometers can be used.
In the operation of high-frequency generators, sources
of high voltage are used to feed the terminals.
At approximately 20 kV we must count on the occurrence of x-ray radiation. Peak doses of 50 r min can occur.
Measurement of this
x-ray radiation is complicated by the fact that it appears
mostly in pulsating equipment.
In this case ion chambers
must be used.

-9
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Frequency dependence of the absorption of high-frequency
energy in muscle and in the model of a body composed of three
layers: skin, fat, and muscle
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Temperature increase on the various parts of the human body
depending on the duration of radiation with electromagnetic
waves at a frequency of 2450 MHz (Gersten J.W. and Co. 1949)
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Dependence of the relative speed of the isolation of Vicla
Faba cells of the field intensity for different periods of
radiation (Klepenhauer and Co. 1949)
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Dependence of the maximum permissible uniterrupted time of
stay In an electromagnetic field of aWiven operational
density of non-pulsating operation (CW)
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